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Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen sideband entanglement in broadband squeezed light
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In this paper we investigate the squeezing of a finite-bandwidth optical field which may be thought of as
originating from Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen-~EPR-! like quantum correlations between the upper and lower
sidebands. Ordinarily, when EPR pairs are created from such a resource, the bandwidth is preserved, and the
signal-to-noise ratio of the quadrature correlations is reduced. Here we show that by using frequency-
dependent beam splitters we may createN EPR pairs from a single finite-bandwidth squeezed beam with no
reduction in the correlations’s signal-to-noise ratio. However, the bandwidth is reduced by a factor ofN relative
to the original squeezed beam. Because this transformation is linear it may be inverted to retrieve the single
squeezed beam from the correspondingN EPR pairs.
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In the developing area of quantum information scien
nonlocal quantum entanglement plays a pivotal role@1,2#.
Recently, both theoretical and experimental investigati
have increasingly focused on quantum states of continu
variables in an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. The
studies typically rely on continuous-variable Einste
Podolsky-Rosen~EPR! entangled states of light that can b
efficiently generated using squeezed light and beam split
Such EPR states have been successfully employed, for
ample, in demonstrating unconditional quantum teleporta
@3#. In addition, bright EPR beams have been generated
perimentally by means of a nondegenerate optical param
amplifier @4,5# and the Kerr nonlinearity of an optical fibe
@6#. Entanglement produced by a single-mode squeezed
and distributed amongN parties has been examined in term
of the fidelity of quantum teleportation of coherent states@7#.
In Ref. @8#, two equally squeezed states incident on a be
splitter, a so-called dual squeezed input~DSI!, yield a bipar-
tite entangled state with equal strength correlations betw
quadratures. In contrast, entanglement created at a b
splitter from a single squeezed state, so-called sin
squeezed-input~SSI! entanglement, introduces correlatio
biases among the quadratures@8#. If maximal EPR states are
defined by the minimum resources~photons! necessary to
produce a particular level of entanglement@8#, only DSI en-
tanglement produces a maximal EPR state.

Now an empty optical cavity can be used as a frequen
dependent mirror or beam splitter. The simplest case is
of the mode cleaner, obtained by transmitting light re
nantly through a high-finesse cavity@9#. If nonresonant light
is reflected from a cavity, then the upper and lower sideba
suffer different phase shifts relative to the carrier. This can
used to rotate the phase and amplitude quadratures o
input field and has been applied in tomography of brig
light fields @10,11#. Reference@12# compared the SSI an
DSI entanglement generated at an ordinary beam spl
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with that generated at an empty optical cavity modeling
frequency-dependent beam splitter.

In this paper we analyze a single-mode squeezed op
field with EPR-like quantum correlations between upper a
lower sidebands. We adopt the empty optical cavity a
model of a frequency-dependent beam splitter to spati
separate the upper and lower sidebands of a single beam
repeated use of such frequency-dependent beam splitters
squeezed light beam can be converted intoN entangled DSI
EPR pairs. While the strength of the correlations is not
duced in signal-to-noise ratio, the entanglement bandw
of EPR pairs is only 1/2N of the squeezed input light band
width. In this sense the entangled pairs produced by
empty optical cavity in our scheme are distinct from tho
discussed in Ref.@12#. ~Conversely, theN frequency-
nondegenerate EPR pairs may be converted into a sin
mode squeezed light beam, with overall bandwidth 2N times
that of the individual EPR pairs.!

Consider the balanced homodyne detection of a sin
mode broadband amplitude-quadrature~or phase-quadrature!
squeezed beam with central frequencyv0 and squeezing
bandwidthB5V12V0 as shown in Fig. 1. At the 50% beam
splitter, the signal field, with annihilation operatorâ, spa-
tially overlaps a local oscillator~LO! âLO of frequencyv0.
The beam splitter’s output may be expressed in terms o
input via

ĉ~ t !5@ â~ t !1eiuâLO~ t !#/A2, ~1!

d̂~ t !5@ â~ t !2eiuâLO~ t !#/A2,

where the angleu depends on the relative phase between
signal field and the local oscillator. The difference betwe
output photocurrents from detectorsD1 andD2 ~see Fig. 1!
is written as

Î 2~ t !5 ĉ†~ t !ĉ~ t !2d̂†~ t !d̂~ t !

5
1

2
@eiuâ†~ t !âLO~ t !1e2 iuâLO

† ~ t !â~ t !#. ~2!
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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FIG. 1. Schematic of balanced homodyne d
tection for broadband squeezed light. Here SA
a spectrum analyzer and BS a beam splitter. T
detectors areD1 andD2.
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For the usual experimental optical homodyne scheme
condition u^âLO&u@u^â&u is assumed satisfied, in which ca
the output photocurrent analyzed at radio frequencyV is
given by

Î 2~V!5
1

2
āLO~v0!@e2 iuâ~v02V!1eiuâ†~v01V!#

5
1

2
āLO~v0!$e2 iu@X̂~v02V!1 iŶ~v02V!#

1eiu@X̂~v01V!2 iŶ~v01V!#%. ~3!

The quadrature component of the measured signal fiel
therefore

X̂~u,t !5@ â~ t !e2 iu1â†~ t !eiu#/A2, ~4!

whereX̂(u,t) may be Fourier transformed into

X̂~u,V!5@ â~v02V!e2 iu1â†~v01V!eiu#/A2. ~5!

From Eqs.~3! and ~5! it is obvious that the difference pho
tocurrent is directly proportional to the quadrature comp
nent of the signal field. Whenu50, the amplitude quadra
ture of the input field is detected:

X̂~V!5@X̂~v02V!1 iŶ~v02V!1X̂~v01V!

2 iŶ~v01V!#/2, ~6!

^D2X̂~V!&5e22r,1, VP@V0 ,V1#,

where ^D2X̂&5^X̂2&2^X̂&2 is the variance of operatorX̂,
and without loss of generality we have assumed a p
squeezed signal with squeezing parameterr .0. When u
5p/2, the phase quadrature of the input field is measure

Ŷ~V!5@2 iX̂~v02V!1Ŷ~v02V!1 iX̂~v01V!

1Ŷ~v01V!#/2, ~7!

^D2Ŷ~V!&5e2r.1, VP@V0 ,V1#.

HereX̂(v01V) andŶ(v01V) are the amplitude and phas
quadratures associated with the upper-sideband modeb̂1,
whereasX̂(v02V) and Ŷ(v02V) are the quadratures as
05430
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sociated with the lower-sideband modeb̂2. Naturally, these
modes have the usual commutation relations

@ b̂k ,b̂k8#5@ b̂k
† ,b̂k8

†
#50, @ b̂k ,b̂k8

†
#5dkk8 , k,k851,2.

~8!

Leaving the continuous-spectrum notation behind we w
the quadrature-phase amplitude of these two modes as

X̂bk
5b̂k1b̂k

† , Ŷbk
52 i ~ b̂k2b̂k

†!. ~9!

Similarly, the quadrature-phase amplitudes obey the us
commutation relations

@X̂bk
,X̂bk8

#5@Ŷbk
,Ŷbk8

#50, @X̂bk
,Ŷbk8

#52idkk8 ,

k,k851,2. ~10!

Performing a beam-splitting unitary transformation on t
modesb̂1 and b̂2, we have

ĉ15
1

A2
~ b̂12b̂2!, ~11!

ĉ25
1

A2
~ b̂11b̂2!.

Thus the operatorsĉ1andĉ2 and their associated quadratur
phase amplitudesX̂c1

,Ŷc1
and X̂c2

,Ŷc2
satisfy analogous

commutation relations to those just described.
According to these commutation relations, the cor

sponding uncertainty principles of the quadrature-phase
plitudes of the operatorsĉ1 and ĉ2 are

^D2X̂c1
&^D2Ŷc1

&>1, ~12!

^D2X̂c2
&^D2Ŷc2

&>1.

These inequalities imply that the amplitude and pha
quadraturesX̂ck

andŶck
cannot be measured simultaneous

with arbitrarily high accuracy. However, the sum ofX̂c2
and

Ŷc2
and the difference ofX̂c1

and Ŷc1
may be so measure
2-2
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@13#. The corresponding uncertainty relations for the up
and lower sidebands of the quadrature-phase amplitude
given by

^D2X̂~v01V!&^D2Ŷ~v01V!&>1, ~13!

^D2X̂~v02V!&^D2Ŷ~v02V!&>1.

Thus, from Eqs.~6!, ~12!, and ~13!, the upper and lower
sidebands possess EPR-like entanglement correlations
quadrature-amplitude anticorrelation and quadrature-ph
correlation@5#:

^D2X̂~v01V!&5^D2X̂~v02V!&5^D2Ŷ~v01V!&

5^D2Ŷ~v02V!&5
e2r1e22r

2
.1, ~14!

and

^D2@X̂~v01V!1X̂~v02V!#&/2

5^D2@Ŷ~v01V!2Ŷ~v02V!#&/2

5e22r,1. ~15!

At the same time, the phase-quadrature compon

^D2Ŷ(V)& must be larger than the standard quantum lim
~SQL! since

^D2@X̂~v01V!2X̂~v02V!#&/2

5^D2@Ŷ~v01V!1Ŷ~v02V!#&/2

5e2r.1. ~16!

In order to convert these EPR-like correlations into r
spatially separated EPR pairs, we shall use a freque
dependent beam splitter. In particular, we use an optical c
ity to separate the upper and lower sidebands of a sin
beam into spatially separated beams as shown in Fig. 2. H

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of EPR entanglement between
upper and lower sidebands of a single-mode squeezing using
empty cavity as the frequency-dependent beam splitter. The lo
sideband is reflected off the cavity and the upper sideband is tr
mitted through the cavity.
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we consider the use of a double-ended empty cavity as
ideal optical bandpass filter, which transmits the upper si
band resonantly fromv01V0 to v01V1 and reflects the
lower sideband. Thus, the upper and lower sidebands
single beam are separated into two spatially separated be

These separated beams are now sent into a pair of ho
dyne detectors with LO frequencies ofv01Vs (LO1) and
v02Vs (LO2) to detect the upper and lower sideband
respectively@hereVs[(V01V1)/2]. When u50, the am-
plitude quadratures of the upper and lower sidebands
detected, namely,

X̂1~V!5@X̂~v01Vs2V!1 iŶ~v01Vs2V!

1X̂~v01Vs1V!2 iŶ~v01Vs1V!#/2,

~17!

X̂2~V!5@X̂~v02Vs2V!1 iŶ~v02Vs2V!

1X̂~v02Vs1V!2 iŶ~v02Vs1V!#/2,

and whenu5p/2, the phase quadratures are detected:

Ŷ1~V!5@2 iX̂~v01Vs2V!1Ŷ~v01Vs2V!1 iX̂~v0

1Vs1V!1Ŷ~v01Vs1V!#/2, ~18!

Ŷ2~V!5@2 iX̂~v02Vs2V!1Ŷ~v02Vs2V!1 iX̂~v0

2Vs1V!1Ŷ~v02Vs1V!#/2.

Since from Eq.~15! the upper and lower sidebands a
quadrature-amplitude anticorrelated and quadrature-ph
correlated, we may determine all of the variances in E
~17! and ~18! as

^D2@X̂~v01Vs1V!1X̂~v02Vs2V!#&/25e22r ,

^D2@X̂~v02Vs1V!1X̂~v01Vs2V!#&/25e22r ,

^D2@Ŷ~v01Vs1V!2Ŷ~v02Vs2V!#&/25e22r ,

^D2@Ŷ~v02Vs1V!2Ŷ~v01Vs2V!#&/25e22r ,

VP@0,B/2#. ~19!

Therefore, when the two balanced homodyne detectors o
upper and lower sidebands are set atu50, the sum output of
a hybrid junction~see Fig. 2! is below the SQL@14# with

V1
h j5^D2@X̂1~V!1X̂2~V!#&/25e22r,1, VP@0,B/2#.

~20!

Similarly, whenu5p/2, the difference output of a hybrid
junction is below the SQL with

V2
h j5^D2@Ŷ1~V!2Ŷ2~V!#&/25e22r,1, VP@0,B/2#.

~21!

These relations therefore demonstrate that the upper-
lower-sideband modes are quadrature-amplitude antico
lated and quadrature-phase correlated; however, the b
width is one-half of that of the squeezed light input. Sim
larly, if we flip the squeezing of the input squeezed be
~so now r ,0), then the upper- and lower-sideband mod
are quadrature-amplitude correlated witĥD2@X̂1(V)

e
he
er
s-
2-3
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FIG. 3. The spectrum ofN entangled EPR
pairs produced from a single single-mod
squeezed beam. The correlated pairs are labe
j , j 8.
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2X̂2(V)#&/2,1 and quadrature-phase anticorrelated w

^D2@Ŷ1(V)1Ŷ2(V)#&/2,1.
We now consider one possible laboratory implementat

of the above scheme. We start by noting that the single-m
squeezing generated by a below threshold optical param
oscillator ~OPO! has correlations between its upper a
lower sidebands in just the form required. The OPO is
scribed by a moderate-finesse optical resonator containi
x2 nonlinear medium pumped by a strong optical field w
coherent amplitudeap and frequencyvp52v0. Energy con-
servation within the rotating-wave approximation requir
that the Hamiltonian takes the familiar form

H int5 i\g@apâ†~v01V!â†~v02V!

2ap* â~v01V!â~v02V!#, ~22!

where g is the coupling strength. Thus the standard fini
bandwidth single-mode squeezing generated by an OPO
veals the EPR-like entanglement between the opposite s
bands. As demonstrated above, these upper and lo
sidebands may be spatially separated to produce real
pairs, with stronger correlations than usual, though sma
bandwidth. This scheme may be generalized, in principle
that a single single-mode squeezed beam may be tr
formed into N EPR entangled pairs by multiple suitab
tuned empty optical cavities as shown in Fig. 3. Here, mo
, a

,

H.

.

g

,
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1,18(2,28; . . . ;N,N8) form a single pair of an entangle
EPR beam with bandwidth 1/2N of the input squeezed light
As the transformation involves linear optics, it could be r
versed, converting theN frequency-nondegenerate EPR pa
back into single-mode broadband squeezed light w
squeezed bandwidth 2N times that of any of the EPR pairs

In conclusion, we have shown the relationship betwee
single-mode broadband squeezed beam and sideb
entangled EPR pairs. A single broadband beam may be
verted intoN DSI entangled EPRs, each of which has tw
spatially frequency-nondegenerate entangled beams; h
ever, the entanglement bandwidth is only 1/2N of the
squeezed input beam. Single broadband squeezed ligh
been reported experimentally, emitted by a continuous-w
degenerate optical parametric amplifier with a bandwi
covering the whole frequency range from 1.9 up to 30 M
@15#. The mature techniques for producing a broadba
squeezed beam from a parametric downconverter and
ploying low-loss empty cavities as well as electronics loc
ing make this scheme feasible experimentally.
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